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"n (and annihilalion) conditions and on lhe external 
.n \lit conncct ions; no wholly stalionary results were 

.. \lnd beyond limit ing. Increasing the random-to-drift 
;I",ity rat io at t hc input deslroys the repelitive nature 
: the oscillation and reduces the ampliLude of Lhe 
'J(l lIations; furthcr study is necded \0 see if the fluctua-

,n, wcrc corrclated with the random inpul and lo see 
,>I' much incrcase in stability is gained by increasing 

-" randolll contcnt of lhe input. 
The start oscillalion condit ions, from perturbation 

,-"llr,cs, indicale a weak start wilh no oscillalion. How
\(r: the cnergy bchavior, calculated from lOlal quanti
(;. indicatcs a violenl slart, as does occur, The large 
~n ;\1 bchavior of lV, IV f:, lV K and lheir lime averages 
"" Is to be developed further, in parlicular, to be 
:-1,'ralized to olher models to get the start- and stop
~ illat ion conditions. 
The analysis of stability in one-dimensional (infinitely 
"~Id) electron diodes is now made fairly complete, The 

two-dimensional (finite diameter st ream) diode is 
shown to behave in a similar manner, but Lhis sludy is 
not as exhaustive. The results are useful in Lhemselves 
with applications to diode and drift-tube stability and 
to noise smoolhing in eleclron guns and lo osci llalions 
in thermionic converters as given in Ref. 1. The results 
obtained are clues of whalto compute and what lo look 
for in more complex configurations. 

The experimental observalions by ourselves and 
olhers are only in parlial agreement wit.h these calcula
tions. There is need for extending the analysis lo include 
more elTects as well as for improving the understanding 
of the experimenls in order to obtain closer agreement. 
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The pressure shift of both the coherent and the incoherent emission of GaAs junction lasers has been 
measured at about 200oK. The peak of the spontaneous emission shifts by + 1.09X 10-6 eV jatm, which is 
ill agreement with the pressure coefficient of the band gap in GaAs determined by experiments based on the 
change of resistance under pressure. The shift of the coherent modes is much smaller, namely, +2.96X 10- 6 

eV j atm. The effect of the compressibility on the latter shift is shown to be negligible. It is concluded from 
considerations of a simple model that the shift of the coherent radiation is primarily due to a change of the 
dielectric constant with pressure. 

'filE recent achieveillent of coherent light emission 
from forwardly biased GaAs junctions has pro

,I a tool for more accurate mcasuremcnts of certain 
parameters of scmiconductors. This papcr reporls 

( t\'sults of hydrostatic pressure expe'riments on the 
r~nt as well as the incoherent output of GaAs lasers 
~Xlo K. Likc the more familiar types of lasers the 
tion device consists of two basic ingredients: a 
~ in k space with inverted population where 
~ancous and stimulated emission can occur and a 
'0 in physir.:al space forming an optical resonator to 
lin prolonged oscillations. The first is determined 
the band structure of the material, whereas the 
~J dq)('nds on the physical dimensions 'and the 

tric constant of the medium. Pressure affects these 
Ittics dilTcrently, and therefore we discuss each of 
in turn. 

. B junction lase r the population inversion is 
. I'l'rl by I he injection of a large number of both 

t.ypes of carriers int.o the junclion separating n- and 
p-type material, where electrons and holes can recom 
bine and em it photons. The exact nature of thc process 
is 5t ill subject to speculation, It. may involve either 
conduction band-to-valcnce band transitions or transi
tions involving discrete impurity levels close to either of 
the band edges. One might hope to distinguish between 
some of the transitions by the difTerence in eHect pres
sure might have on the energy states involved. The 
energy of the emitted radiation is smaller than the gap 
energy by about 0.04 eV. Therefore, only shallow im
purity states could possibly be involved in the emission 
proccss. One can estimate the effect of pressure on such 
a state by adopting a hydrogenic model for the impurity, 
Assuming the change of the ionization energy lo be due 
to the change of the effective mass and the dielectric 
constant, the estimated shift of the level with respect to 
'he band edge is about 5% for the maximum pressure of 
2000 ntm employed in our cxpcri11lcnt~, Thc cxpcri-
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